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WHY doing a study on the EU retail sector?

Investigating the impact of concentration and other potential drivers of choice and 
innovation in the food supply chain, based on:

•Complaints from operators in the food sector
– large modern retailers would impose often detrimental conditions on their suppliers 

(food manufacturers and farmers), which would reduce their means to invest

– This would eventually lead to reduced choice and innovation for the end consumer

•Calls of the European Parliament to check if competition is working in the retail sector 
in Europe

– Cf. EP resolution of 19 January 2012 on the imbalances in the food supply chain 
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A comprehensive study, requiring outstanding resources 
• A very broad scope, unseen in previous studies, based on a very large sample representative 

of a variety of situations in Europe:
– Wide EU coverage, at local level

– Long time period, including both pre-crisis and post-crisis years

– Quantitative (including econometrics), evidence-based, as well as qualitative analysis

• Outstanding resources:
– 2004-2012 (two observations in time per year)

– Data purchase/consolidation from 6 different data sources

– Local analysis: 105 consumer shopping areas, including 350 shops, in 9 EU Member States

– 23 product categories, more than 100000 different products, with a full set of details on each product

→ resulting in a database of 11 million records for econometric analysis 

– 6 case studies to cover the whole food supply chain for fresh and agricultural products 

– Contribution of academic and sector experts

– Consortium of Ernst & Young, Arcadia International and Cambridge Econometrics: 40 people involved 
during 18 months of work
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Results on choice and innovation

• Choice has kept increasing over the last decade, but it slowed down after the crisis
– the number of products on the shop shelves increased 

– the number of suppliers effectively present on the shop shelves have increased 
continuously during the period 

• Innovation increased until 2008 and decreased afterwards
– Explanation: deterioration of the economic and financial climate since 2008
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Choice in shops has increased
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Choice in shops has increased
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Results on retailer and supplier concentration

• Mixed evolution of retail
– Total retail (modern +traditional retail) concentration (at national level) increased in 

virtually all MS: main reason is the increase penetration of modern retail

– modern retail concentration (at national level) decreased in the majority of Member 
States (16 out of 26), increased in others

– Only one third of Member states have highly concentrated modern retail

• Supplier concentration (at national level) has been increasing for the majority of 
product categories and Member States (1.3% annual increase)

• Over all Member States and product categories, in half of the situations the supply 
side of the market is more concentrated than the retail side, in the other half the 
retail side is more concentrated than the supply side
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For agricultural products imbalances are more often in favour of the retailers: e.g. 
CHEESE
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Exceptions exist where imbalances are in favour of suppliers: e.g. MILK

When farmers are organized in cooperatives, their bargaining power vis-à-vis 
their buyers (e.g. retailers) increases
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Other results of the econometric analysis

• Imbalances:
– Imbalances in favour of retailers (stronger positions of retailers relative to suppliers) are 

positively correlated with a higher amount of innovation (in moderately concentrated 
retail markets)

This is hard to reconcile with the claims that strong retailers lead to less choice and 
innovation (in moderately concentrated retail markets)

• Private labels (retailers' own brands)
– Choice and innovation is independent of private label penetration, at least up to a certain 

level of penetration is reached

– When the private label share in the retailer's assortment becomes too high, there 
appears to be less choice and innovative products for the end consumers

Competition authorities should investigate this further
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More details? 
Complete report available here:

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/agriculture/overview_en.html

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/agriculture/overview_en.html
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/agriculture/overview_en.html
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